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Predicates: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. 

1. The predicate of the sentence tells ________________________________________. 
 

2. The ______________________________ (or simple predicate) is supported by optional 

_____________________________ and ____________________________. 
 

3. Predicates can appear _____________________, _______________________, or 

______________________ the subject. 

Write the complete predicate of each sentence on the line and circle the verb (simple predicate).   

Write a predicate to add to each subject. 

10. ______________________________, a small  frog ________________________________ 

           ________________________________________. 

 

11. Sizzling bacon _____________________________________________________________ 

            _________________________________________. 

12.  ___________________________________________________________her missing keys. 

4)  Several police officers on horseback kept the large crowd under control at the demonstration. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

5)   On the ground outside the classroom door was her half-open backpack covered in dust. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

6)   Despite its fame, few people know that the Mona Lisa was stolen by a Louvre employee in 1911. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

7)   The first modern nail polish, sold in 1917 by Cutex, was based on the formula for automobile paint. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

8)   To have a trusted companion in the afterlife, Ancient Egyptians sometimes mummified a favorite pet. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

9)  Although oxygen is the most important gas in Earth’s atmosphere, nitrogen is the most abundant gas. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Predicates: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. ANSWERS 

1. The predicate of the sentence tells __something about the subject___. 
 

2. The ____verb__________ (or simple predicate) is supported by optional 

___complements____ and _______modifiers________. 
 

3. Predicates can appear ___before_________, 

______after__________, or ____surrounding__ the subject. 

Write the complete predicate of each sentence on the line and circle the verb (simple predicate).  ANSWERS 

Write a predicate to add to each subject.  ANSWERS WILL VARY. 

10. ___While we were fishing in the stream__, a small  frog _____jumped onto the rocks next 

               to us____________. 

 

11. Sizzling bacon _will be added to the egg mixture before it is poured into the crust.__ 

            _________________________________________. 

12.  ____In the drawer of the front hallway table are_______her missing keys. 

4)  Several police officers on horseback kept the large crowd under control at the demonstration. 

 _kept the large crowd under control at the demonstration___ 

5)   On the ground outside the classroom door was her half-open backpack covered in dust. 

 ___On the ground outside the classroom door was________________ 

6)   Despite its fame, few people know that the Mona Lisa was stolen by a Louvre employee in 1911. 

 __Despite its fame, know that the Mona Lisa was stolen by a Louvre employee in 1911_________ 

7)   The first modern nail polish, sold in 1917 by Cutex, was based on the formula for automobile paint. 

 ___was based on the formula for automobile paint_______________________ 

8)   To have a trusted companion in the afterlife, Ancient Egyptians sometimes mummified a favorite pet. 

 _To have a trusted companion in the afterlife, sometimes mummified a favorite pet_____ 

9)  Although oxygen is the most important gas in Earth’s atmosphere, nitrogen is the most abundant gas. 

 ___Although oxygen is the most important gas in Earth’s atmosphere, is the most abundant gas__ 
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Predicates: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide a word bank. 

 

  before surrounding  something about the subject 

  after  verb 

Write the complete predicate of each sentence on the line and circle the verb (simple predicate).  
SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide a hint. 

Write a predicate to add to each subject.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide some words 

10. ______________________________, a small  frog leaped onto a lily pad._ 

           ________________________________________. 

 

11. Sizzling bacon _is__________________________________________________ 

            _________________________________________. 

12.  _____________________________________________________were__her missing keys. 

4)  Several police officers on horseback kept the large crowd under control at the demonstration. 

 ______predicate comes after the subject, verb = what the officers did____________________ 

5)   On the ground outside the classroom door was her half-open backpack covered in dust. 

 _____predicate comes before the subject, verb = what was___________ 

6)   Despite its fame, few people know that the Mona Lisa was stolen by a Louvre employee in 1911. 

 ____predicate surrounds the subject, verb = what the people do______________ 

7)   The first modern nail polish, sold in 1917 by Cutex, was based on the formula for automobile paint. 

 _________predicate is after the subject, verb = what the polish did_____________ 

8)   To have a trusted companion in the afterlife, ancient Egyptians sometimes mummified a favorite pet. 

 ___predicate surrounds the subject, verb = what the Egyptians did_____________ 

9)  Although oxygen is the most important gas in Earth’s atmosphere, nitrogen is the most abundant gas. 

 _____predicate surrounds the subject, verb = to be verb_____________________ 


